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For your next design consider WinSystems’ fanless single 
board computers powered with a single- or dual-core
Intel® Atom™ processor.

Our Industry Standards-based SBCs have a wealth of onboard I/O, plus 
PC/104, SUMIT, and MiniPCI(e) expansion connectors. 

Features include:

   Industry Standard Platforms
 •  EPIC – 4.5 x 6.5 inches  {115 x 165mm}
 •  EBX – 5.75 x 8.00 inches  {146 x 203mm}
 •  PC/104 – 3.6 x 3.8 inches  {90 x 96mm}  
 •  SUMIT-ISM™ – 3.6 x 3.8 inches  {90 x 90mm}
 Software Support
 • Windows® CE, XPe, and WES7
 •  Linux and x86-compatible RTOS
 •  Quick Start Development Kits
 Stackable Input/Output Modules
 •  A/D and D/A
 •  Digital and Serial
 Accessories Include
 •  AC and DC/DC Power Supplies 
 •  Cables and Adapters
 •  CompactFlash and DRAMs
 Communication Expansion
 •  802.11 a/b/g Wireless
 •  10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet
 •  Supports MiniPCI and MiniPCI(e) 
 Long-life Product Availability
 Fanless Extended Temperature Operation
 Responsive and Knowledgeable Technical Support

Our SBCs are the right choice for industrial, pipeline, transportation, 
instrumentation, medical, and MIL/COTS applications.  Call us today.

 Call 817-274-7553 or 
Visit WinSystems.com/AtomE2

Ask about our 30-day product evaluation

 715 Stadium Drive  •  Arlington, Texas 76011
Phone  817-274-7553  •  FAX  817-548-1358   
E-mail:  info@winsystems.com
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   Industry Standard Platforms

 Accessories Include

Atom™  -Powered, Small,
Fanless Embedded PCs

      Industrial-grade 
    CFlash targeted
     for high-endurance 
                        applications.

 Responsive and Knowledgeable Technical Support
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Tracking Trends  
   in Embedded Technology

By Warren Webb

With each new project, embedded design teams face increased 
system complexity due to evolving technology and new cus-
tomer demands coupled with the shorter schedules needed 
to compete in today’s product marketplace. To cope with this 
changing environment, many embedded designers are turning 
to the latest generation of FPGAs to create multiple system 
configurations with a single hardware design. 

The latest high-density devices can replace the processors, 
memory, custom logic, and many of the peripherals required 
by a typical embedded project. These system-level FPGAs 
allow designers to create standard hardware designs that can 
be modified as new requirements emerge or completely recon-
figured for totally different applications. 

FPGA technology offers designers a number of advantages 
over conventional design practices. For example, FPGA designs 
combine multiple components into a single package to reduce 
component count, board size, and manufacturing complexity. 
FPGA-based signal processing algorithms can be segmented 
into parallel computing structures to significantly boost perfor-
mance. Designers can also employ drop-in IP cores from device 
vendors and third-party suppliers to ease system setup.

To bring you up-to-date on the latest FPGA technology, we 
interviewed industry experts from major vendors to create a 
virtual roundtable discussion in this month’s Silicon section. 
We posed the same questions to Misha Burich, Senior VP of 
R&D at Altera, Lawrence Getman, VP of Processing Platforms 
at Xilinx, and Sean Riley, Corporate VP of the Infrastructure 
Business Group at Lattice Semiconductor. They discussed the 
best projects for FPGA versus ASIC technology, along with the 
learning curve required to get up to speed with development 
tools. Each expert gave their assessment of current FPGA archi-
tecture and its use in a variety of embedded applications. 

Continuing with our goal to present the hottest embedded 
design trends, the Software section of this issue features three 
in-depth articles on code analysis. These automatic verification 
tools can save countless hours of manual trial-and-error trou-
bleshooting to verify secure and reliable software operation. 

Rutul Dave of Coverity reveals that many critical security leaks 
in embedded software are caused by heap- and stack-based 
buffer overflows. Rutul exposes some of the more exotic 
techniques that static analysis tools use to find program-
ming errors, including data flow and interprocedural analysis 

plus false path pruning. Another article by Paul Anderson of 
GrammaTech takes a look at code analysis from the multicore 
perspective and highlights race conditions as some of the 
most vexing concurrency bugs. Paul describes how to find and 
eliminate these defects with static and dynamic code analysis. 
In the third technical presentation in the Software section, 
Klocwork’s Gwyn Fisher answers our questions about how 
embedded designers can integrate analysis tools into their 
development process to  identify threats and help control cost/
schedule problems.

As embedded devices proliferate throughout society, unique 
design considerations arise for isolated applications outside the 
public utility electric power grid, such as telemetry, pipelines, 
and digital signage. Addressing this small but growing segment 
of the embedded community, Robert Burckle of WinSystems 
describes how to take an embedded computing system off 
the power grid in this issue’s Strategies section covering small 
form factors. Robert outlines the steps necessary to configure 
a solar-powered embedded system with battery backup using 
low-power, off-the-shelf components and explains how to 
choose the right size solar panels and batteries depending on 
the system’s location. 

Besides utilizing alternative power sources, small form  factors 
are also integrating new silicon technologies to create inno-
vative embedded systems offering enhanced embedded 
graphics. Dan Demers of congatec shares how powerful 
embedded graphics processors are being implemented on 
Computers-On-Modules (COMs) such as the Qseven standard 
to render fast and efficient graphics performance in small, low-
power systems suitable for deployment in imaging-intensive 
applications like portable 3D ultrasound devices.

From FPGA configuration to software analysis and even off-the-
grid embedded computing, the articles and interviews in this 
issue demonstrate just a few of the diverse technical challenges 
embedded design teams face on a daily basis. We are always 
on the lookout for original, in-depth, and informative technical 
articles for our upcoming issues. Contributed articles provide 
an excellent tool to gain exposure and establish your  company 
as an authority in the embedded computing industry. For 
example, the June issue will feature articles that describe inno-
vative embedded silicon, software, or some unique  technical 
approach that would result in increased product performance 
and cost/size reductions. If you have an idea, please send me 
a short abstract.

One design, multiple applications

@warrenwebb wwebb@opensystemsmedia.com
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ECD: With higher power requirements 
and recurring costs than custom logic 
or ASICs, which projects are best 
suited for FPGA technology?

BURICH: FPGAs have benefited signifi-
cantly from Moore’s Law, and as a result, 
have been able to stay at the bleeding 
edge of process technology, while at 
the same time considerably reducing 
power consumption and development 
costs. As the costs of advanced process 
technologies rise (about $60 million 
for an ASIC at 40 nm), it gets harder to  
justify the upfront R&D costs. Today, we 
see a shrinking number of applications 
that can justify a leading-edge ASIC –  
mostly restricted to cell phones, PDAs, 
video games, and other high-volume 

applications. Those who can’t justify 
such an upfront investment seek to use 
trailing-edge process technologies. 

In contrast, FPGAs can afford to use the 
latest process node and take advantage 
of Moore’s Law because there is a much 
wider array of applications that FPGAs 
can target. Today’s leading-edge FPGAs 
are 2-3 process nodes ahead of where 
most ASICs are, giving users the most 
advanced process technology available, 
plus all the accompanying benefits at an 
overall lower cost. Development costs 
of leading-edge FPGAs are dramatically 
reduced because FPGA vendors can 
aggregate development costs across 
thousands of designs and customers. 
FPGAs are ideally suited for industrial, 

communications, automotive, military, 
medical, aerospace, and other designs 
with sub 1 million volumes or where a 
high degree of flexibility is required.

GETMAN: You have to be careful not 
to take an overly  simplistic view when 
looking at power and cost and com-
paring different components like ASICs, 
ASSPs, FPGAs, and new hybrid products 
like Extensible Processing Platforms 
(EPPs, see Figure 1). In the end, the 
application is the final differentiator. 
A list of design objectives in order of 
importance, including cost, die size, 
time to market, tools, performance, and 
IP requirements must first be created. 
Then ask which technology best meets 
those objectives.

Editor’s note: While many embedded design considerations depend on the target application, 
some requirements are inevitable: greater performance, lower costs, and increasingly faster 
time to market. Thanks to major advancements in process technology, FPGAs address all of 
these design needs by offering substantial parallel processing capabilities, as well as quick-fix 
infield upgradability. For a comprehensive overview of how FPGA technology can help achieve 
embedded design goals, we interviewed executives from the leading FPGA companies and 
collected excerpts from their responses in this virtual panel discussion.

Executive Panel

PROGRAMMABLE PERKS: 
Tallying the benefits 
of FPGAs
Edited by Jennifer Hesse

Misha Burich
Senior VP of R&D 
Altera

Sean Riley  
Corporate VP, Infrastructure 
Business Group 
Lattice Semiconductor

Lawrence Getman
VP of Processing Platforms 

Xilinx
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Massive parallel processing capabilities 
are a key benefit of FPGA technology, 
allowing designers to reach a level of 
performance not achievable with ASSP 
products. Additionally, using FPGAs 
within an EPP greatly reduces the risks 
involved when designing with ASICs and 
ASSPs, as these devices cannot accom-
modate late design changes and do not 
provide the flexibility of infield upgrades. 
FPGAs offer the ultimate system integra-
tion platform to meet the growing need 
for programmable systems that cut 
development cycles, enable adoption of 
changing standards, and extend product 
lifetimes through field upgradability.

RILEY: The traditional trade-offs between  
FPGAs and ASICs/custom devices are 
still in effect. For a specific application, 
ASICs are lower power and lower cost, 
but they take much longer to develop 
and require a large upfront investment. 
What’s changing are the time-to-market 
requirements and useful market life for 
many projects. 

Communications and wireless infrastruc-
ture developments are under tremendous  
pressure to get to market, driving engi-
neers to consider process technologies 
that are reprogrammable and available 
today. In many cases, this is an FPGA. 

In the past few years, companies have 
been developing FPGAs that have solid 
capabilities and are priced well under 
$1. In fast-moving, cost-sensitive mar-
kets like consumer mobile, this type of 
solution is often the only way to add 
functionality in such a short time.

ECD: How can FPGA technology 
help embedded design teams deal 
with reduced budgets and increased 
system complexity?

GETMAN: FPGA designs combine mul-
tiple components into a single package 

that reduces component count, board 
size, and manufacturing complexity. 
Processors, memory, custom logic, and 
many of the peripherals in a typical 
embedded project are now in the FPGA. 
Today’s FPGA architecture has grown 
into billions of logic blocks (equivalent 
to gates), and with programmable inter-
connection flexibility, designers can 
easily create hardware functions that 
exactly match the needs of a specific 
embedded application.

Designers can segment FPGA-based 
signal processing algorithms into par-
allel computing structures to boost 
performance. High-level synthesis tools 
such as AutoESL can help simplify FPGA 
design and enable companies and devel-
opers not familiar with FPGAs or even 
hardware design to reap the inherent 
benefits of FPGA technology.

BURICH: One of the most disruptive 
aspects of embedded design is adopting 
a new architecture to meet changing 
requirements. The industrial, medical, 
and military segments, for example, 
are also very concerned about product 
longevity and avoiding device obsoles-
cence. By designing with FPGAs, cus-
tomers can make incremental changes to 
a common design to adapt to changing 
market needs or industry specifications. 
Having a common tool flow with exten-
sive design reuse addresses budget and 
time constraints.

New System-on-Chip (SoC) FPGAs fea-
turing hard ARM processor subsystems 
also help embedded design teams 
address reduced budgets (see Figure 2). 

Figure 1 | An Extensible Processing Platform (EPP) combines a high-performance  
dual-core ARM processor with standard peripherals and programmable logic.
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Figure 2 | Today’s SoC FPGAs combine a hard ARM processor subsystem with the 
fabric of a 28 nm FPGA.
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Today’s leading-edge FPGAs are target- 
ing 28 nm process technology, which 
relatively few commercial CPUs or ASSPs 
use. SoC FPGAs allow hundreds of data 
signals to connect different functional 
areas, thus enabling 100 Gbps or greater 
bandwidth with nanosecond-level laten-
cies. A monolithic SoC FPGA implemen-
tation enables embedded design teams 
to increase system performance while 
lowering system costs and reducing 
power versus a two-chip solution.

RILEY: FPGAs are often used as bridging 
or coprocessing solutions. This allows 
embedded engineers to build systems 
out of the products they have. Can’t 
connect two dissimilar processors? No 
problem. FPGAs support a wide range 
of I/O types. Can’t handle the pro-
cessing load? No problem. FPGAs can 
be configured to offload key functions. 

FPGAs help get system products to 
market quickly, and the price and power 
of FPGA solutions has been dropping 
at a breakneck pace the past 10 years. 
FPGAs are used today in smartphones, 
tablets, laptops, handheld GPS devices, 
and many other platforms that were 
once the sole domain of custom logic.

ECD: One of the biggest obstacles 
to adopting FPGA technology 
has been the steep learning curve 
associated with development tools. 
How has this changed?

BURICH: This depends on the designer’s 
background. Those familiar with ASICs 
can quickly adapt to FPGA design flows 
and save time through the benefits of 
quicker verification in real silicon. Those 
who are not familiar with Real-Time Logic 
(RTL) will have a steeper learning curve. 
This is being addressed in two areas. The 
first is system-level design tools such as 
Altera’s Qsys, which enables designers 
to quickly assemble different design 
blocks using a higher-level graphic block 
environment. The second is automated 
RTL development from C language 
source. While this approach has been 
tried for many years, it is now coming 
of age for embedded developers with 
standards such as OpenCL.

GETMAN: While each chip technology 
requires specific design tools, FPGA 
users are shielded from concerns of 
manufacturing yield and submicron 
issues by the nature of FPGA design 
flow, which brings ease-of-use, cost, and 
time-to-market benefits. FPGAs arrive 
fully tested and physically functional; the 
FPGA supplier handles physical design, 
verification, and characterization. Also, 
FPGA design tools have improved dra-
matically, particularly tools that apply 
high-level languages or interfaces to 
develop applications, such as MATLAB/
Simulink from MathWorks. 

Depending on the provider, software to 
program FPGAs varies in content and 
value-add features like compilation and 
editing tools. Very high-speed Hardware 
Description Language (VHDL) is the most 
common development language used. It 
allows FPGAs to be programmed via an 
easy-to-use graphical development envi-
ronment. Additionally, FPGA vendors 
who provide tools such as development 
boards, support, and reference designs 
simplify the FPGA design process.

RILEY: The learning curve for FPGA 
design tools depends on where you are 
coming from. If you are an ASIC designer, 
the FPGA design tools will seem familiar. 
A design flow that includes HDL design 
entry, simulation, synthesis, and place 
and route is similar to an ASIC flow. 
For a software engineer who is used 
to programming in C/C++, the FPGA 
design flow will be new and require a  
learning curve. 

Some vendors have claimed that you 
can write your code in C and their tools 
will automatically convert it to HDL. In 
my experience, this process still requires 
much human engineering to achieve 
the system throughput goal that drove 
the need to move beyond the confines 
of the microprocessor. There are well-
established methodologies for parti-
tioning a design between software and 
dedicated hardware. These still result 
in the best cost and performance, and 
FPGAs allow designers to experiment 
with different partitioning.

ECD: Marketing materials for 
new processors with Advanced 
Vector Extensions (AVX) suggest 
replacing external FPGAs with code. 
Will this new architecture affect 
the FPGA industry?

RILEY: AVX is an extension of the x86 
instruction set targeted at improving 
performance, specifically in floating-
point designs. Processors with AVX 
can work together with FPGAs to 
handle tasks such as bridging a dual-
sensor interface to a new processor 
(see Figure 3). These extensions will 
allow embedded designers to do 
more with their x86 architectures; how-
ever, the performance gulf between 
a processor and an FPGA is still very 
large. Benchmark applications such as 
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering,  
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), and 2D 
image filtering are still many times faster 
on FPGAs than microprocessors. Also, 
FPGAs are superior for implementing 

Figure 3 | Lattice Semiconductor’s MachXO2 FPGA can be implemented as a  
high-speed CMOS sensor interface.

Silicon | FPGA technology
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general-purpose logic and bridging to 
dissimilar devices. So AVX will be a big 
help to many embedded designers, but 
it won’t obviate the need for FPGAs in 
embedded designs.

BURICH: Custom hardware has always  
outperformed software. The trade-offs of  
off-the-shelf hardware extensions are:

1. They might not be optimal for 
a broad range of applications; 
only custom, application-specific 
hardware can deliver the best 
performance. AVX offers benefits 
to the PC and tablet industries, 
but FPGAs already come with 
strong parallel processing 
capabilities and are the better fit 
for embedded markets. One-size-
fits-all acceleration incurs the cost 
of answering a wide range of needs, 
resulting in inherent inefficiencies.

2. Off-the-shelf hardware 
extensions don’t lend themselves 
to establishing a competitive 
advantage because competitors 
have access to the very same 
hardware and software. Custom  
hardware can create a competitive 
differentiator and help developers  
create a product that outperforms  
the competition in both perform- 
ance and revenue generation.

GETMAN: These types of specialized 
extensions are not new trends to the 

industry. As an example, MMX was intro-
duced in the mid ’90s on Intel Pentium 
processors to improve multimedia pro-
cessing. The ARM architecture is also 
enhanced with NEON extensions that 
serve a similar purpose.

In a design where an FPGA is used to 
perform simple accelerator functions 
for the main processor, the extra gain in 
performance from AVX will remove the 
need for some FPGAs. However, FPGAs 
are used for other functions beyond 
just simple accelerators, such as adding 
peripherals to the main processor, and 
the AVX architecture cannot meet this 
need covered by FPGAs.

With the continual demand for increased 
system performance, fixed instructions 
might not perfectly address a great deal 
of proprietary algorithm processing. This 
results in more clock cycles per function, 
yielding not only lower performance, 
but also higher power. This makes the 
massive parallel approach provided 
by FPGA architecture well-suited for 
hardware acceleration, thus enabling 
customers to continue achieving higher 
system performance.     

For more information about the 
executives who participated in this 
panel, plus a complete compilation of 
their responses, see the online version 
of this article at http://embedded-
computing.com/articles/id?5553. 
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“Because that’s where the money is.”

That’s what Willie Sutton, a prolific bank robber in the 
United States from the late ’20s to the early ’50s, reputedly 
said when asked why he robbed banks.

Embedded systems typically don’t suffer from popular sources 
of Web application security exploits like cross-site scripting 
and SQL injection. However, security threats are real and ever-
present in embedded systems. So where’s the “money” when 
it comes to security in embedded software?

When reading through the release notes of most software 
 vendors, developers will notice that security patches often con-
tain fixes to a variety of buffer overflow defects. For example, 
take a look at the security update for Mac OS X at http://support. 
apple.com/kb/HT4723. It contains a good number of string and 
heap buffer overflows. 

On average, about half of all critical security leaks are caused 
by heap overflows. Stack-based buffer overflows in embedded 

software are also a major source of security exploits from 
altered code. Even without the security risk, buffer overflows 
are still problematic, as they can cause program execution to 
halt or produce unexpected values that can be tough to trace 
at execution time.

With a large amount of software services moving to the cloud, 
embedded systems at the core of cloud computing infrastruc-
tures are more exposed to threats from unauthorized code 
execution, arbitrary control of resources, corruption of sensitive 
information, and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. Developers 
can benefit from looking at what goes on behind the scenes 
in a simple buffer overflow and seeing how it allows hackers to 
change program flow or execution.

What happens in a buffer overflow?
Memory management lies at the heart of buffer overflow 
exploits. At its most basic level, the problem arises from the 
fact that Operating Systems (OSs) mix variables and buffers 
from the program with program execution data. If developers 
can overflow the program data buffer and overwrite program 

Nearly half of all critical security leaks in embedded software are due to heap overflows.  
Stack-based buffer overflows account for a smaller percentage, but are exploited with the same 
technique to inject and execute unauthorized code or change execution flow. Instead of policing 
such attacks to manage security risk, a better approach is to use the strength of quality software 
development and code testing with static analysis to find and fix the underlying defects that 
lead to security vulnerability.

Attack the stack:  
Identifying  
unauthorized code  
execution caused by buffer overflows
By Rutul Dave
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execution data, they usually can alter 
program execution.

In its simplest form, a program in memory 
is organized in three sections/segments: 
text, data, and stack (Figure 1). The text 
section, also known as the code segment,  
is the fixed-size, read-only area that con-
tains code and instructions on executing 
the program. Similarly, the data section 
is a fixed-size segment that contains 
the global variables and static variables  
initialized in the program.

The stack is the area most relevant to this 
discussion. It starts at a fixed address, 
with a register pointing to the top of 
the stack. Elements called stack frames 
are PUSHed when calling a function and 
POPed when returning. A stack frame 
contains the value of the instruction 
pointer when the function is called. This 
instruction pointer is necessary to alter 
an execution flow from a buffer overflow.

A simple example can illustrate what a 
stack looks like:

void password (char *buf) 

{ 

  char var[16]; 

  strcpy(var, buf); 

}

void main () 

{ 

  password(“mypassword”); 

  printf(“This should be 

executed first\n”);

  printf(“This should be 

executed next\n”); 

}
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When this program is executed, it will show the following:

This should be executed first 

This should be executed next

The key to understanding what can be done with the stack is to look at the assembler 
code generated by the compiler. For this discussion, assume this program is executing 
on an Intel x86 CPU and the OS is Linux.

In main(), it shows:

  call  password ← This will push the instruction pointer (IP) on 

to the stack so that it can be used as a return address (RET)

And in password(), it shows:

 pushl  ebp ← This pushes the frame pointer (EBP) on to the stack 

 movl  ebp, esp ← This copies the stack pointer (SP) onto EBP 

 making it the new frame pointer (SFP)

Now when password() is called, the stack looks as depicted in Figure 2.

Analyzing the attack
In lieu of this example, how can the stack be attacked, considering that there is a 
fixed-sized buffer on the stack that can overflow? Notice that just before the buffer 
var[16] on the stack is the stack frame pointer, and before that is the return address. 
So if var[16] could be modified and filled with a value larger than the 16 characters 
allocated, code could then be executed at the address filled with the return address. 
In this simplistic example, password() calls an unprotected string-copy function 
(strcpy()), allowing var[16] to overflow and thus change the return address.

Using GDB can obtain the address of an instruction to execute:

 (gdb) disassemble main 

Dump of assembler code for function main: 

0x0804840e <main+0>:  lea  0x4(%esp),%ecx 

0x08048412 <main+4>:  and  $0xfffffff0,%esp 

0x08048415 <main+7>:  pushl  -0x4(%ecx) 

0x08048418 <main+10>:  push  %ebp 

0x08048419 <main+11>:  mov  %esp,%ebp 

0x0804841b <main+13>:  push  %ecx 

0x0804841c <main+14>:  sub  $0x4,%esp 

0x0804841f <main+17>:  movl  $0x8048514,(%esp) 

0x08048426 <main+24>:  call  0x80483f4 <password> 

0x0804842b <main+29>:  movl  $0x804851f,(%esp) 

0x08048432 <main+36>:  call  0x8048324 <puts@plt> ← Call to 

 first printf() 

0x08048437 <main+41>:  movl  $0x804853d,(%esp) 

0x0804843e <main+48>:  call  0x8048324 <puts@plt> ← Call to 

 second printf() 

0x08048443 <main+53>:  add  $0x4,%esp 

0x08048446 <main+56>:  pop  %ecx 

0x08048447 <main+57>:  pop  %ebp 

0x08048448 <main+58>:  lea  -0x4(%ecx),%esp 

0x0804844b <main+61>:  ret 

End of assembler dump.
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Now it’s a matter of passing a string larger than 16 characters 
that contains the address 0x0804843e, overflowing the buffer 
and changing the program execution flow.

Sophisticated code testing
Writing embedded code that works, does what it is supposed 
to do efficiently, and is simple to understand and maintain 
is not an easy task. While higher-level security concerns like 
these are often addressed later in the development process, 
they can be tackled earlier by using proven practices to build 
quality software. 

Defects like string buffer overflows that open possible exploits 
can be mitigated by not using functions like strcpy() that 
produce unprotected copies of character arrays to fixed-size 
buffers. In addition, techniques such as automated code testing 
using static analysis provide a more sophisticated approach to 
avoiding static and dynamic buffer overflows.

The following techniques make static analysis an extremely 
powerful tool for finding programming errors accurately and 
efficiently at compile time.

Data flow analysis
Modern static analysis tools use data flow analysis to identify 
the execution path during compile time by creating a control 
flow graph representation of the source code.

In Example 1, the if statements have four possible execution  
paths through the code. When the value of x passed into the 
function is not zero, p is assigned a null pointer with p=0. Then 
the next conditional check (x != 0) takes a true branch, and 
p is dereferenced in the next line, leading to a null pointer 
dereference.

Interprocedural analysis
Another useful technique that static analysis employs is 
 interprocedural analysis for finding defects across function 
and method boundaries.

Example 2 contains three functions: example_leak(), 
create_S(), and zero_alloc(). To analyze the code 

and identify the memory leak, the analysis engine traces 
the execution to understand that memory is allocated in  
zero_alloc(), initialized in create_S(), and leaked when 
variable tmp goes out of scope when it is returned from func-
tion example_leak().

False path pruning
A third technique that smart static analysis uses is false 
path pruning. Regardless of the type of defect or its impact 
on the embedded system’s security or quality, automated 

Figure 2 | A call to mypassword() alters the program stack.
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Example 1 | Data flow analysis

void null_pointer_deref(int x) 

{ 

char *p; 

if (x == 0) 

  p = foo(); 

else 

  p = 0; 

if (x != 0) 

  *p; 

else 

  …. 

return;  

}

Example 2 | Interprocedural analysis

void* zero_alloc(size_t size) { 

void *p = malloc(size);

 if (!p) 

   return 0;

memset(p, 0, size); 

return p; 

}

struct S* create_S(int initial_value) { 

struct S* s = (struct S*) zero_alloc(sizeof 

*s);

 if (!s) 

   return 0;

s->field = initial_value; 

return s; 

}

int example_leak(struct S *s, int value) { 

struct S *tmp = s;

if(!tmp) 

   tmp = create_S(value); 

if(!tmp) 

   return -1; 

 /* ... */

return 0; 

}
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defect-reporting tools must be accurate. This expectation is the 
same for static analysis; the tool should report critical defects 
and not false positives. A key to ensuring that the reported 
defects are real is to only analyze the executable paths.

Example 3 is slightly modified from Example 1. In this case, 
the execution path simply cannot be executed. Consider the 
case where the first conditional check (if (x != 0)) results 
in the false case being evaluated. This will assign variable 

p the value of 0. At the next conditional check, if the analysis 
engine looks at the true path it will report a null pointer deref-
erence defect, but that would be a false positive because the 
execution logic will never traverse this path. It is not possible 
to evaluate the same conditional check (if (x != 0)) in two 
different ways. By pruning a path that can never be executed 
(a false path), good analysis can report up to 50 percent fewer 
incorrect defects.

Data flow analysis, interprocedural analysis, and false path 
pruning are only a few of the tricks that a good static anal-
ysis tool uses to provide a list of actionable defects that, left 
unchecked, can have a direct impact on software security ... and 
that’s “where the money is.”    

Rutul Dave is senior development  
manager at Coverity.

Coverity 
coverity@lewispulse.com  

in  www.linkedin.com/company/coverity 
f  www.fb.com/Coverity  

t  @Coverity 
www.coverity.com 

Example 3 | False path pruning

void null_pointer_deref(int x) 

{ 

char *p; 

if (x != 0) 

  p = foo(); 

else 

  p = 0; 

if (x != 0) 

  *p; 

else 

  …. 

return;  

}
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The ubiquitous nature of embedded software has made source code analysis a critical 
component of the development process. Gwyn discusses the impact this technology has on 
software security and reliability, and emphasizes the importance of making static analysis  
a natural part of a developer’s coding practice.

ECD: As embedded developers turn 
to multicore processors to optimize 
performance, how can analysis tools 
help control inevitable cost and 
schedule problems?

FISHER: Any new development is an 
exercise in balancing expectation against 
risk. In the case of multicore, the naive 
expectation is always linear accelera-
tion tempered perhaps by some jocular 
“wouldn’t that be nice” acceptance that 
the final result won’t be quite that good, 
but no real understanding of the reality 
that without significant effort (read: 
time, money, angst) the result might 
be slower than the old, interrupt-driven 
single-core code. So tools have a role 
to play in terms of helping developers 
understand the impact of what they’re 
doing, what pitfalls they’re unwittingly 
leaving themselves open to, and how to 
mitigate the associated risks.

Dynamic analysis in this space has 
received the lion’s share of attention for 
obvious reasons. If I can see a nice set of 
graphs over time that shows the perfor-
mance of my code in action, I can presum-
ably narrow in on problem areas quickly 
and apply my own knowledge to figuring 
out what’s going on. The challenge with 
dynamic analysis is that it depends on a) 
defining a test set that shows execution 
problems, and b) the reviewer’s intimate 
knowledge and understanding of what to 
do about those problems.

Static analysis, by contrast, assumes little 
knowledge on behalf of the reviewer 

and requires no effort to be expended 
in defining test cases. Every  conceivable 
code path through the application is 
exercised with as much rigor as every 
other path. This approach is therefore 
far more likely to show complex and 
costly issues such as data races, dead-
locks, and resource contention than any 
constructed test bench. That speaks 
directly to the bottom line of cost  control 
in what is inevitably a large, over-budget 
project. Leaving issues such as these in 
a code base until late in the validation 
process will cost exponentially more 
to address than doing so during initial 
development.

In addition, due to the way that 
static analysis works by modeling the 
expected program execution, the 
finding is accompanied by a detailed 
walk-through of how the situation is 
predicted to occur, allowing even a  
relatively junior resource to interpret the 
issue at hand, determine whether or not 
it’s likely to happen, and apply an appro-
priate design fix. In one example we like 
to describe in seminars on the subject, 
a design flaw in a popular open-source 
database kernel resulted in months of 
effort expended to identify a deadlock 
and eventually rewrite key modules to 
avoid the data race at its heart. This 
same problem was identified during 
the first analysis using our tools, which 
provided a walk-through description 
enabling developers to easily see that 
the data race was causing the problem 
and that the deadlock was merely the 
symptom.

Contrast a few hours to run the tool to 
analyze the code and an hour at most 
to interpret and act upon the result 
(what turns out to be a one-line fix) with 
months of community effort to deter-
mine an appropriate set of tests, fol-
lowed by design effort attempting to 
fix the deadlock, and finally requiring 
the designer to rewrite the whole thing 
from scratch.

ECD: How is static analysis  
introduced in the software 
development cycle, and how can 
it be used with existing Integrated 
Development Environment (IDE) 
tools?

FISHER: There’s absolutely no doubt 
that any developer-facing tool that 
doesn’t integrate seamlessly with any 
existing tooling is going to face signifi-
cant friction in deployment. We’ve been 
selling this message effectively for years, 
with development managers almost 
asking the “why wouldn’t you do it this 
way?” question for us.

Whether developers have migrated to 
IDEs or their idea of an IDE is a bunch 
of gVim macros or emacs lisp modules, 
to them it’s where they live and work. 
And woe betide any vendor who tries to 
get them to change. Even if you’re not 
suggesting that they change tools, and 
instead asking them to visit somewhere 
else to see what they might have done 
wrong in some retrospective manner, 
your tool is going to suffer waves of disin-
terest and ultimately become shelfware.

The value of usability: 
Getting developers  
to ‘push the button’ on  
static analysis

Q&A with Gwyn Fisher, CTO, Klocwork
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Thus, static analysis has to be part of the 
developer’s native habitat, and more 
importantly, it has to work in a way that 
feels natural and follows the way other 
tools in that habitat work. For a gVim 
developer, issuing a ‘:’ command is 
second nature, so tools in that environ-
ment should follow suit. Put that same 
interaction mechanism in front of a Visual 
Studio user, and that will make for a fun-
filled afternoon of derisive commentary.

At Klocwork we’ve gone through 
 various iterations of technology design, 
getting closer to the developers them-
selves. It’s one thing to be resident as 
a tool within an IDE; it’s another to get 
the developer to “push the button” 
to use it. Making a button available is 
only changing geography, and it does 
nothing to help with the tool’s funda-
mental usability.

With this in mind, we’ve recently intro-
duced a new technology that allows 
static analysis to take place in much the 
same way as spell checking in a Word 
document or e-mail. That is, as you’re 
writing your code and the tool detects 
a problem with what you’re doing, it 
can point out the problem in a percep-
tually instant manner, highlight it with 
a squiggly underline, and deliver all 
the value of static analysis with none 
of the “what do I have to do to use it?” 
resistance that is typically encountered 

during any new tool’s introduction 
(see Figure 1).

Getting a tool into an IDE is tough; 
 getting it to be useful in the part of 
the IDE the developer truly lives in 
(the editor component, whatever that 
looks like in the environment at hand) 
is really tough. But until you’re there, 
you’re a distraction.

ECD: Can source code analysis be 
used to protect embedded devices 
against potential security threats?

FISHER: Absolutely, source code anal-
ysis has a significant role to play in threat 
identification and validating whatever 
threat model is being used to deter-
mine vulnerability in the device. The 
connectivity requirement is common in 
the embedded world today. That con-
nection might be to another chip, or 
another device, or the whole Internet. In 
any case, there’s somebody else either 
sending you information or receiving 
information you’re sending. That’s the 
starting point for having to worry about 
your entire application design.

Static analysis doesn’t typically know, 
or try to know, anything about your 
surrounding environment. Tools can 
sometimes be tuned to perform their 
analysis within certain data boundaries, 
for example, such as knowing that a 
particular input will only range between 

-20 and +30 because it’s a temperature  
sensor intended for use in Western 
Europe. But that kind of thing is discour-
aged because you’re allowing the user 
to define limits to what the  modeling 
technology naturally does – that is, 
assume nothing and point out every-
thing that looks wrong.

In the case of threat detection, we’re 
most worried about how the data you’re 
interacting with from the outside world 
is used internally. Is it used to create a 
buffer into which you’ll read data (code 
or value injection), or is it used for 
memory allocation (Denial of Service or 
DoS), or perhaps interpreted as a ref-
erence into an internal data structure 
(hijacking or redirection)? This kind of 
data and path validation – that is, the 
path that tainted data follows from the 
outside world to its point of use within 
the code – is natural for source code 
analysis, as it accomplishes this mod-
eling in order to perform everything else 
it does.

As a wonderful gentleman at a defense 
contractor once said to me, “Son, it’s a 
bomb; it’s supposed to blow up. We just 
want to be sure it doesn’t get hijacked 
on its way.”

ECD: What educational events or 
online classes does Klocwork offer to 
help embedded designers get started 
with its code analysis tools?

Figure 1 | Following in the footsteps of word processors, Klocwork Insight highlights 
coding issues with a squiggly line the instant they’re introduced.
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FISHER: Like any commercial organi-
zation attempting to encourage users 
to gain value from its tools, Klocwork 
provides a full suite of educational and 
professional services, running the gamut 
from introductory materials aimed at 
first-time users, to more advanced 
courses targeting secure coding and 
threat modeling, to full-on deployment 
services and mentoring.

We also recently introduced the Klocwork 
Developer Network (http://developer.
klocwork.com), a website serving our 
users and acting as a repository for online 
courses, video tutorials, in-depth course-
ware, and the usual variety of community 
forums and ticketing.

Each customer has something unique 
they wish to gain from a tool such as 
source code analysis, so a large part 
of our educational focus is on internal 
champions, people who take knowledge 
of how the tools work and how other 
organizations have applied them and 
leverage those lessons in deploying our 
tools for their own use. A large part of 
that is learning from the community, so 
I’ve been thrilled to see the fast uptake 
that the Klocwork Developer Network 
has seen amongst users, both as a less 
formal mechanism for interacting with 
our staff, but most importantly as a way 
to learn from other customers.    

Gwyn Fisher is CTO of Klocwork.
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Static analysis  

has to be part of the 

developer’s native 

habitat, and more 

importantly, it has to 

work in a way that 

feels natural ...

ECD in 2D: Klocwork Insight’s plug-in for Visual Studio continuously runs data 
flow analysis to accurately identify defects and security vulnerabilities. Use your 
smartphone, scan this code, watch a video: http://opsy.st/zdEhC1.

Klocwork 
info@klocwork.com  

BLOG  www.klocwork.com/blog 
f  www.fb.com/klocwork  

t  @klocwork 
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Programming multicore processors to take advantage of their 
power means writing multi-threaded code. C and C++ were 
not designed for concurrency, so developers must use a library 
such as pthreads for those languages. Multi-threaded code is 
more difficult to get right than single-threaded due to the risk 
posed by entirely new classes of programming defects. 

In the rogue’s gallery of concurrency bugs, the race condition 
is a notorious repeat offender. A race condition occurs when a 
program checks a resource property and performs an action 
on the assumption that the property has not changed, even 
though an external actor has slipped in and changed that 
property.

A data race is a particular type of race condition that involves 
concurrent access to memory locations in a multi-threaded pro-
gram. This defect occurs when there are two or more threads 
that access a shared memory location, at least one thread is 
changing the data at that location, and there is no explicit 
mechanism for coordinating access. If a data race occurs, it can 
leave the program in an inconsistent state.

The insidious nature of data races
It is widely assumed that some data races are harmless and 
can be safely ignored. Unfortunately, this is only true in very 
rare circumstances. It is best to explain why by introducing 
an example.

Despite the widespread misconception that some data races are entirely harmless, modern 
optimizing compilers generate code that can cause incorrect execution when data races exist. 
Using static and dynamic analysis, programmers can find and eliminate these defects that are 
often inadvertently introduced into their code.

Pitfalls of multicore software: 
Why data races are  
never benign
By Paul Anderson
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The singleton pattern is a commonplace idiom where the 
 program maintains a reference to a single underlying object 
and a Boolean variable encodes it if it has been initialized. This 
pattern is also known as lazy initialization. The following code 
is an example of the pattern:

if (!initialized) { 

 object = create(); 

 initialized = true; 

} 

... object ...

This code is perfectly adequate for a single-threaded program, 
but it is not thread-safe because it has a data race on the vari-
able named initialized. If called by two different threads, 
there is a risk that both threads will observe initialized as 
false at essentially the same time, and both will call create(), 
thus violating the singleton property.

To make this thread safe, the natural approach is to protect 
the entire if statement with a lock. However, acquiring and 
releasing locks can be costly, so programmers try to avoid the 
expense by using the double-checked locking idiom – a check 
outside the scope of the lock and another inside. The inner 
check is there to confirm that the first check still holds after the 
lock has been acquired:

if (!initialized) { 

 lock(); 

 if (!initialized) { 

  object = create(); 

 initialized = true; 

 } 

 unlock(); 

} 

... object ...

Superficially, this looks like it will suffice, and indeed, it will as 
long as the statements are guaranteed to execute in that order. 
However, an optimizing compiler might generate code that 
essentially switches the order of object = create() and 
initialized = true. After all, there is no explicit depen-
dence between those two statements. In that case, if a second 
thread enters this code any time after the assignment to  
initialized, that thread would then use the value of  
object before it has been initialized.

Optimizing compilers are inscrutable beasts. Those that 
optimize for speed will take many esoteric considerations 
into account, few of which are obvious to a programmer. It 
is common for them to generate instructions that are appar-
ently out of order because doing so might result in fewer cache 
misses, or because fewer instructions are needed.

It is wrong to assume that because the reordering introduced 
a race condition in the previous example that the compiler is 

at fault. The compiler is doing exactly what it is allowed to do. 
The language specification is perfectly clear and unambiguous 
about this: The compiler is allowed to assume that there are no 
data races in the program.

In actuality, the specification is somewhat broader: Compilers 
are allowed to do anything in the presence of undefined 
behavior. This is sometimes facetiously referred to as catch fire 
semantics; the specification gives the compiler permission to 
set a computer on fire if the program has undefined behavior. 
As well as data races, many traditional bugs such as buffer over-
runs, dereferences of invalid addresses, and so on constitute 
undefined behavior. Because compilers are free to do anything,  
rather than burn the building down they typically do the  
sensible thing, which is to assume that the undefined behavior 
will never happen and optimize accordingly.

Another example is worth describing. Suppose there are 
two threads where one reads a shared variable and the other 
writes to it. Let’s assume that it does not matter to the reader 
if it sees the value before or after it has been changed by the 
writer (this is not an uncommon pattern). If those accesses 
are not protected by a lock, then there is clearly a data race. 
Notwithstanding the catch fire rule, however, most program-
mers would conclude that this is completely benign.

There are at least two plausible ways in which this code could 
be compiled where the reader would see a value that is wrong. 
The first way is easy to explain: Suppose the value were a 64-bit 
quantity on an architecture that can only read 32-bit words. 
Then both the reader and the writer need two instructions, and 
an unlucky interleaving might mean that the reader sees the 
top 32 bits of the old value and the bottom 32 bits of the new, 
which when combined can be a value that is neither the old 
nor the new.

The second way in which wrong code could be generated is 
more subtle. Suppose the reader did the following, where the 
data race is on the variable named global:

int local = global;   // Take a copy of 

// the global

if (local == something) { 

  ... 

} 

...  // Some non-trivial code that does 

// not change global or local

if (local == something) { 

  ... 

}

Here the reader is making a local copy of the racy variable and 
referring to that value twice. It is reasonable to expect that the 
value will be the same in both places, but again, the optimizing 
compiler can generate code where that expectation is unmet. 
If local is assigned to a register then it will have one value for 
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the purposes of the first comparison, but if the code between 
the two conditionals is sufficiently nontrivial then that register 
may get spilled – in other words, reused for a different purpose. 
In that case, at the second conditional, the value of local will 
be reloaded from the global variable into the register, by which 
time the writer might have changed it to a different value.

Techniques for finding risky defects
When it comes to finding concurrency defects, traditional 
dynamic testing techniques might be inadequate. A program 
that passes a test a hundred times is not guaranteed to pass 
the next time, even with the same inputs and the same envi-
ronment. Whether these bugs manifest or not is exquisitely  
sensitive to the timing, and the order in which operations in 
threads are interleaved is essentially nondeterministic.

New dynamic testing techniques for finding data races are 
emerging. These techniques work by monitoring the applica-
tions as they execute and observing the locks held by each 
thread, as well as the memory locations being accessed by 
those threads. If an anomaly is found, then a diagnostic is 
issued. Other tools help diagnose data races suspected of 
causing failures. Some companies now offer tools to facilitate 
diagnosis of data races that allow the replay of events leading 
up to an anomaly.

Static analysis tools can also be useful for finding data races 
and other concurrency errors. Whereas dynamic testing tools 
find defects that occur for particular executions of a pro-
gram with a fixed set of inputs, static analysis tools check all 
 possible executions and all possible inputs. For performance 
reasons, tools might place limits on how much exploration 
is done and thus might not be completely exhaustive; even 
so, they can cover much more than can ever be feasible 
with dynamic testing. The advantage of static analysis is that 
test cases are not required because the program is never  
actually executed.

Instead, these tools work by creating a model of the program 
and then exploring the model in various ways to find anoma-
lies. GrammaTech’s CodeSonar finds data races by creating 
a model that represents the set of locks held by each thread 
and by performing a symbolic execution of the program that 
explores execution paths. It records the sets of variables 
 protected by locks and uses this information to find interleav-
ings that can result in shared variables being used without 
proper synchronization. Similar techniques can be used to 
find other concurrency defects such as deadlock and lock 
mismanagement.

Once found, data races are usually easy to fix, albeit doing so 
correctly can incur a performance penalty. In some cases, there 
might be a temptation to use the C volatile keyword to correct 
the data race, but this is not recommended because volatile 
was not designed to solve concurrency problems, and in any 
case is a poorly understood construct that is frequently mis-
compiled. The latest versions of C and C++ have embraced 
concurrency and support atomic operations. Compiler support 
for these operations is slowly emerging, and until it becomes 
readily available, the best approach is to use locks.

To achieve high-quality software for multicore processors, a 
zero-tolerance policy for data races is recommended. Find 
them using a combination of both static and dynamic tech-
niques, and take care not to rely too heavily on esoteric com-
piler techniques to fix them. These defects are so risky and 
unpredictable that eliminating them systematically is the only 
safe way to be sure that they do not cause harm.    

 
Paul Anderson is VP of Engineering 
at GrammaTech.

GrammaTech 
607-273-7340 

paul@grammatech.com  
www.grammatech.com 
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Computers are everywhere, yet most 
are tethered to the public utility electric 
power grid to obtain the requisite AC. 
For isolated applications such as telem-
etry, pipelines, outdoor signage, mili-
tary, and others, it is neither convenient 
nor possible to find reliable AC power 
mains for an embedded system. Addi- 
tionally, wireless networking is becoming   
abundant in remote areas. Low-power, 
extended-temperature computer systems  
can now operate using solar, wind, and 
battery sources. But if you’re not relying 
on the standard power grid, how can you 
configure a system to run reliably over 
time, extreme temperature ranges, and 
different atmospheric conditions?

Current technology dictates that an 
engineer should configure a system 

using a solar panel, power controller, 
and a battery for storage/backup 
during the night and periods of overcast 
weather (see Figure 1). For an outdoor 
embedded computer system such as 
this, the electronics and sensors should 
be able to operate from -40 °C to +85 °C 
in a sealed box with no fans or heaters. 
The design must also address four  
key factors:

1. Total power requirement
2. Amount of sun available at location
3. Battery capacity
4. Solar panel size

Starting off with off-the-shelf
Before assessing these parameters, 
designers should consider the basics of 
CPU selection and board form factor.

Remarkable progress has been made 
in low-power electronics. Advances by 
Intel, AMD, VIA Technologies, and DMP 
Electronics in high-integration, low-
power, x86-based processor families 
have permitted the functionality and 
software compatibility of the ubiquitous 
PC to be used in rugged embedded sys-
tems. They also allow the physical size 
of a system to be shrunk to a 90 mm x 
96 mm-sized board while enabling addi-
tional I/O boards to be stacked on top of 
the SBC if necessary.

Of course, other computer solutions are 
available. The processor could contain 
one or two low-power ARM cores, and 
the board could be a Computer-On-
Module (COM) mounted on a baseboard 
or application-specific custom board. But  

With all the advances in low-power and extended-temperature capabilities today, embedded 
computing systems don’t need to be tied down by a reliance on AC power. Particularly in remote 
applications, systems can benefit from using alternative energy sources such as solar panels.  
Off-the-shelf components such as PC/104 SBCs can be configured as part of a solar-powered 
system with battery backup to operate reliably in unpredictable and potentially harsh environments.

Embedded computing off the power grid
By Robert A. Burckle
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for this example, standard PC/104 off-
the-shelf hardware components running 
either a Windows- or Linux-based oper-
ating system were used to provide a 
fast and easy way to develop and imple-
ment the application software program. 
PC/104 was selected rather than a COM 
approach because the standard form 
factor has a wide variety of off-the-shelf 
I/O modules to interface with many dif-
ferent sensors and peripherals. A COM, 
on the other hand, requires a custom 
baseboard, which offers less flexibility 
and involves longer time to market.

Step 1: How much power is needed?
One example of an extended-temperature  
system is a PC/104 SBC powered by a 
DC/DC supply. WinSystems’ PCM-VDX-1 
is an ultra-low-power 3.5 W Pentium-
class SBC with a variety of onboard I/O 
to interface with different sensors. Power 
is supplied by the PCM-DC-AT500, a 
PC/104 board with a DC/DC power 
supply that is 90 percent efficient. 
Together, these two products create a 
load of 3.85 W for 800 MHz computa-
tional speed (see Figure 2).

For continuous operation, this represents 
a 92.4 Wh (3.85 W x 24 h) daily load. In 
a 12 V photovoltaic system, this requires 
7.7 Ah per day (92.4 Wh/day ÷ 12 V).  
Any real-world I/O, such as analog-to-
digital conversion for data acquisition 
of sensors or transducers, would involve 
a similar calculation for the additional 
power required.

Because the embedded computer system 
is selected the amount of power needed 
for the application is known. Now the 

designer can focus on issues concerning 
energy harvesting and storage.

Step 2: How much sun is available?
The sun is not a reliable source from 
which to harvest energy due to the 
darkness at night, plus the variables 
of extended overcast and inclement 
weather. To determine the amount of 
useful sunlight for a specific application, 
refer to maps of insolation that are avail-
able online from the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (www.nrel.gov/gis/
solar.html) and other organizations. 
These spatial interpolations of solar  
radiation values are derived from the 
1961-1990 National Solar Radiation 
Database. 

Maps of minimum, maximum, and 
average solar radiation data are avail-
able. Produced by averaging all 30 years 
of data for each site, maps of average 
values predict the amount of average 
solar irradiation expected on average 
every day. For example, Arlington, Texas 
averages 4.5 sun hours per day.

Step 3: What size battery is needed?
Powering the target system directly 
from the solar panel is difficult due to its 
current source-like behavior. Therefore, 
a battery is needed to store the energy 
harvested by the panel and provide a 
stable voltage to the system.

The cheapest and most mature storage 
mechanism is the battery. Batteries 
have relatively decent energy-storage 
capability. Four types of rechargeable 
batteries are commonly used: Nickel 
Cadmium (NiCd), Nickel Metal Hydride 
(NiMH), Lithium based (Li-ion), and lead 

acid. The choice of battery chemistry 
for a harvesting system depends on its 
power usage, recharging current, cost, 
operating temperature, and service-
ability in the field. For this example, a 
lead acid battery was selected because 
of its low cost, wide range of sizes, low 
self-discharge rate, reliability over wide 
temperature ranges, low maintenance, 
and stable battery chemistry. A lead 
acid battery can be left on trickle or 
float charge for prolonged periods. Even 
though this type of battery can be heavy 
and a bit bulky, it is a proven and robust 
technology that is tolerant of abuse in 
stationary applications.

Lead acid batteries should not be dis-
charged by more than 50 percent of 
their capacity. Also, it is a good rule of 
thumb to have at least three days of 
storage capacity, assuming that at the 
system’s location there could be at least 
three days without sun. Other areas may 
differ, and depending on the nature of 
the intended application designers 
might want even more reserve capacity.

Figure 1 | A solar-powered embedded 
system consists of a solar panel, power 
controller, battery, and low-power 
SBCs (PCM-VDX and PCM-DC/DC).

Panel

Solar Irradiance

PCM-VDX

PCM-DC/DC

Battery

Charge Controller

Figure 2 | The PCM-VDX (left) and PCM-DC-AT500 (right) PC/104 boards combine a 
variety of I/O connectivity options with efficient DC/DC power supply.
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Because this system uses 7.7 Ah per day, 
a three-day discharge would require 
23.1 Ah. Therefore, a 12 V, 46.2 Ah lead 
acid battery would be the minimum size 
required to ensure continuous, uninter-
rupted operation.

Step 4: What size solar panel 
should be used?
To calculate the size of the solar panel, 
it is important to remember that panel 
size = daily watt hour load/sun hours. 
Dividing the 92.4 Wh daily load from 

Step 1 by the 4.5 sun hours from Step 2 
yields 20.53 W. Thus, a minimum panel 
size of 21 W should be sufficient to 
keep up with system power demands. 
However, another good rule of thumb 
would be to add at least 20 percent 
more capacity when designing the 
system.

This configuration with WinSystems’ 
PCM-VDX and PCM-DC-AT500 will 
operate effectively with a 21 W solar 
panel and a 48 Ah battery, providing 

plenty of backup power to support up 
to one week of low-sun weather. 

Controlling system power
A key to the system’s efficiency is the 
power control module, which draws 
power from the solar panels, manages 
energy storage, and routes power to 
the target system. The power control 
module should provide multi-battery 
chemistry 2A charging, fast seamless 
power-source switching, and a wide 
9-40 V input range. It is important not 
to overcharge during sunny streaks or 
undercharge with no current during 
cloudy days. Designers should use a 
maximal power point tracker that can 
continuously track and operate at the 
solar panel’s maximum efficiency rate. 

Due to the increase in solar panel effi-
ciency rates, solar panels are now 
stronger in output and smaller in size 
than ever before, while the amount of 
electrical power needed for embedded 
computing continues to drop. Other 
renewal sources such as wind and hydro-
electricity provide an alternative to solar 
power; however, advances in solar tech-
nology and lower costs make this com-
bination a viable solution for off-grid 
computing in remote applications.    

Robert A. Burckle 
is VP of WinSystems.
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ECD in 2D: Following the 
four-step process discussed in 
this article, engineers can learn 
how to harness solar energy 
using low-power PC/104 

products. Use your smartphone, scan this code, 
watch a video: http://opsy.st/x9UCEi. 
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Embedded PCs are being pushed to excel 
like never before. Much of this pressure 
is generated by user requirements stem-
ming from the consumer market and its 
vast array of computing devices. Today, 
it’s hard to find a vertical market that 
doesn’t have a need for more powerful 
graphics capabilities. At the same time, 
the push for low-power smaller form  
factors compels embedded PCs to keep 
up with shrinking board sizes. Many years 
ago, the future of embedded computing 
was defined with a focus on “smaller is 
better.” Now that objective seems to 
have been redefined as “smaller, with 
more capabilities, is better.”

To achieve high-quality video in an 
embedded system, designers have  
traditionally needed to incorporate 
peripheral-based graphics engines in 
the form of a plug-in card or module. 
This increased the overall hardware 
component count in the system and 
often led to additional form factors and 
heat concerns. 

Today, major silicon vendors are pro-
viding embedded graphics processors 
powerful enough to tackle multiple 
application requirements. One such pro- 
cessor is the Accelerated Processing 
Unit (APU), which combines the function-
ality of a Central Processing Unit (CPU)  
and a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) 
into one chip. 

Processes run mostly serially on a stan-
dard CPU. Under these circumstances,  
parallelization can only occur in multi-
processor systems or virtually via time- 
splicing control of relatively large  
processes. On the contrary, with a GPU, 
tasks are distributed over many small 
and highly specialized engines. These 
engines are linked to one another 
according to their respective tasks, 
which they manage in each time step in 
parallel. With another type of processor, 
the General-Purpose GPU (GPGPU), 
the individual processor tasks are not 
hardwired, as is the case with the Vertex 
Shader Unit using a simple GPU. Instead, 

the particular tasks are freely configu-
rable, similar to a network processor 
within a certain range. 

An APU such as the AMD Fusion dis- 
tinguishes itself from a standard GPU 
with its flexible parallel processing units. 
Its GPGPU can be used for compute- 
intensive parallel operations and can 
considerably increase performance in the 
non-graphics sphere. This APU not only 
provides a powerful graphics engine, 
it also gives developers the freedom to 
use it for other purposes as well.

Qseven addresses graphics needs
When it comes to implementing the latest 
APU silicon in a system, the best choice 
is often a small form factor module. One 
example of a small form factor module 
utilizing AMD’s Fusion APU is congatec’s 
latest Qseven module, the conga-QAF 
(Figure 1). The Qseven standard is an 
off-the-shelf, multivendor Computer-
On-Module (COM) that integrates all 
the core components of a common  

The demand for graphics performance in small form factor embedded devices is continuing 
to grow to the next level. This push has created new challenges for designers in a broad array 
of vertical markets. Silicon platforms available today enable the creation of small devices with 
enhanced embedded graphics capabilities.

Demanding big-time graphics in little packages
By Dan Demers
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PC. It is mounted to a carrier board 
that enables designers to match their 
I/O requirements with their footprint 
requirements.

Measuring 70 mm x 70 mm, the Qseven 
form factor utilizes a high-speed MXM 
system connector that has a standard-
ized pinout regardless of the vendor. 
The Qseven specification defines an 
ultra-low overall height of 13.9 mm for 
the carrier board, Qseven module, and 
flat heat spreader combination when 
using the lowest-profile MXM connector.

In addition to offering a compact design, 
the Qseven module allows designers 
to address the challenge of potentially 
 running the system on battery power. To 
obtain the most uptime from batteries, 
designers need to focus on keeping 
total system power draw as low as pos-
sible. Depicted in the block diagram 
in Figure 2, the AMD G-Series APUs 
found on congatec’s conga-QAF mod-
ules have a clock speed of 1.0 GHz and 
a Thermal Design Power (TDP) of 5.5 W 
in the single-core version and 6.4 W 
in the dual-core version. Either model 
enables the Qseven module to fall under 
the specified 12 W ceiling for Qseven 
modules.

APUs in action
One area of the embedded market 
where APUs and modules like Qseven are 
 beginning to play a major role is medical 
equipment. Geared by the consumer 
market, the efficiency of the graphics 
core has steadily increased in the med-
ical equipment market. In particular, the 
3D representation of virtual worlds has 
advanced the specialization of graphic 
cards to the highest parallel of computing 

power. Due to the variety of graphics 
data such as computations of textures, 
volumes, and 3D modeling for collision 
queries, as well as Vertex Shader for 
geometry computations, the functional-
ities are no longer cast firmly in hardware, 
but rather can be freely programmed. 
Therefore, modern graphics cores offer 
flexible and enormous potential. 

A specific example in the medical 
equipment industry is the computa-
tional requirements found in today’s 
portable 3D ultrasound devices. Certain 
data forms from sensors, gauge heads, 
transceivers, or video cameras are pro-
cessed more efficiently and faster with 
dedicated processing cores than with 
the generic, serial computing power of 
x86 processors. With the GPGPU, it is 
irrelevant if program codes are virtually 
produced or forwarded from external 
sources. Thus, there is an advantage in 
uniting the CPU and GPU in an APU to 
create an even stronger team.

These days, portable computing-based 
devices, regardless of whether they are 
used in medical, automation, logistics, 
or kiosk systems, require higher graph-
ical and computing performance than 
what is offered by previous embedded 

technologies. Users can easily upgrade 
their machines and devices by changing 
modules to enable future performance 
gains. This leads to new possibilities in 
portable devices, particularly in regard to 
imaging technology and analysis devices, 
where the APU architecture can fully 
exploit the advantages of parallel pro-
cessing. In addition, the excellent ratio of 
computing power to power consumption 
enables battery-operated devices with 
higher performance. Moving forward, it 
is inevitable that more and more appli- 
cations will take advantage of future 
developments around APUs, with Qseven  
modules available to help designers turn 
their ideas into reality.    

 
Dan Demers is 
sales and marketing 
manager at 
congatec Inc.

congatec 
858-457-2600  

info@congatec.com   
in  www.linkedin.com/company/

congatec-ag 
www.congatec.us

Figure 1 | The conga-QAF Qseven 
module combines high graphics 
performance, dual-core processing 
power, and low power consumption 
in a small form factor.

Figure 2 | AMD’s Embedded G-Series architecture integrates a low-power processor 
and advanced GPU into a single embedded APU.
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Roving Reporter blog:  
COM standard supports small, low-power embedded designs

By Warren Webb 

To meet the continued pressure to reduce the size and power requirements of space-critical industrial, 
medical, and consumer applications, designers are adopting standard Computer-On-Module (COM) 
platforms with extremely small form factors. As these standards become widely available, design teams are 

able to purchase COTS modules that package the most complex portions of new product development so they can focus 
on application-specific features. With a shortened hardware design schedule and early access to a compatible software 
development platform, standardized COM technology has become the centerpiece of many new embedded development 
projects. Industry-standard modules also provide developers with multiple vendors to ensure uninterrupted availability.

Read more: http://opsy.st/wz3yYp

By Jennifer Hesse www.embedded-computing.com

BLOGS   |   MARKET STATS   |   SURVEYS   |   VIDEOS   |   SOCIAL NETWORKING

-community Beat
Keeping the embedded conversation going

HTML5 revs up in-vehicle connectivity
As with the 
consumer 
electronics 
market, the in-vehicle 
infotainment industry 
is quick to snatch up 
the latest and greatest 

technologies, especially those that provide Web connectivity. 
Banking on HTML5 being the next big thing in automotive 
infotainment, QNX Software Systems has integrated the HTML5 
framework into its QNX CAR 2 application platform, which 
was demoed in a Porsche Carrera concept car at this year’s 
Consumer Electronics Show. http://opsy.st/w4pSFz 
See more embedded technology videos in our library:  
http://video.opensystemsmedia.com. 

 

▲

Tracking gets personal for GPS growth
Like the lyrics to “Every Breath You Take,” GPS 
devices have transcended the creepiness factor 
associated with constant surveillance and enjoyed 
popularity in the general marketplace. Now an 
emerging application area is increasing the desirability 
of locater services and thus boosting GPS unit sales. 

GPS-based personal tracking devices and apps 
are expected to grow with a CAGR of 40 percent, 
and both markets are pegged to hit $1 billion in 2017, 
according to ABI Research. Although the hardware 
market stayed under 100,000 units last year, it is 
projected to reach 2.5 million units in 2017, bolstered 
by the demand for tracking the elderly, medical 
patients, and lone workers.

ABI Research notes that big-name consumer 
electronics vendors such as Qualcomm, Apple, 
and Garmin are beginning to dabble in personal 
tracking, which is also taking off in the smartphone 
sector, with apps like Life360 providing private family 
“channels” that enable secure, real-time check-ins. 
These types of apps are anticipated to grow to more 
than 200 million downloads in 2017 and will comprise 
the majority of total tracking market revenue as they 
become integrated with overall solutions for the 
security and health markets.

Check out the new Facebook page for 
our sister magazine, Military Embedded 
Systems: www.fb.com/milembedded 

DEFENSE TECH WIRE:  
U.S. Navy spotlight, Warfighter comms
A roundup of the most recent in 
military news, trends, and DoD spends. 
http://opsy.st/znIxLx 

Embedded Events TechChannel
For comprehensive coverage of the embedded industry’s 
top trade shows and seminars, including DESIGN West, ESC, 
and embedded world, visit our Embedded Events TechChannel 
at http://tech.opensystemsmedia.com/esc/ and follow these 
hashtags for live updates: #designwest, #esc_events, #EW2012.
 

L i b r a r y
TechChannels

TechChannels
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center of the engineering universe

designwest

It’s incoming fast! For the first time, seven summits including ESC converge 
at DESIGN West, creating a burst of expert training and education, 

hands-on knowledge exchanges, and the latest products and techniques. 
Be here, at the center of the engineering universe.

March 26-29, 2012
McEnery Convention Center

San Jose, CA

Sharpen the skills you need now.
Embedded HW and SW design • Total systems integration
Power management • Open source software • Android 

Embedded security • LEDs and sensors • And more key topics

designmed

android
LEDs

esc
blackhat

multicore

sensors

Everything you need to know 
in one location at one time.

ubmdesign.com

Register
Now




